For the 2019 season, we received funds from SHFC to get a new trolling motor for the Crestliner, with a
functional autopilot control, to replace the old one which had failed. The new motor is slightly more powerful
as well, and is a much more efficient battery user too! Another nice feature the new motor has is a Bluetooth
remote control to compliment the foot pedal control. Generally, the remote control will be the primary
control, hung around the user’s neck it is much more convenient to use and has more control features. The
foot pedal will be stored in the front storage compartment, to be used as a back-up if for any reason the
remote doesn’t work, or if someone prefers to use it instead. The remote is powered by 3 AAA batteries, and
we will plan to keep a spare set in the glove box just in case they die. The photo below shows the new Terrova
trolling motor attached and deployed, with the remote control lying on the front deck.

The power plug has been changed for the new motor, and it is pretty straightforward since it can only be
connected one way. If the connector does not insert into the receptacle easily, do not force it! Turn it over
and try the other way. It should slide in fairly easily.
The motor has a new style quick release bracket similar to the old motor, which has now been moved to the
Lund. The main difference is that the thumb screw used to connect the two pieces of the quick-release
bracket is now on the right side of the bracket instead of on top in the front. The following photo shows a

close-up of the motor, where this thumb screw is visible on the right side of the motor base, and is attached
with a lanyard to prevent loss while moving the motor around.

Similar to the old trolling motor, we will store this motor on the floor of the boat when the boat is covered and
not in use. Please be careful when moving the motor to and from the front of the boat, and when sliding it in
and out of the quick-release bracket. We want this motor to last a long time, so we need to take good care of
it.

Similar to the old motor, this trolling motor uses a 24 volt battery setup, using two 12 volt batteries in a SERIES
configuration, but they’re connected slightly differently than before. Connecting these batteries together
correctly is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT, as failure to do so could cause a short which could result in a burn, a fire,
or worse. The diagram below shows how the completed circuit is wired. The circuit breaker is permanently
connected, and you do not need to mess with it other than to turn it on or off.

The photo below shows the two batteries connected to the motor as they sit in the boat. Place the batteries
in the boat so that the power terminals are closer to the front of the boat (as shown). The red POSITIVE
motor cable connects to the POSITIVE terminal of the left battery, while the black NEGATIVE motor cable
connects to the NEGATIVE terminal of the OTHER battery on the right. The white cable now connects the two
batteries together. The RED end of the white cable attaches to the remaining open POSITIVE terminal of the
right-hand battery, and the BLACK end of the white cable attaches to the remaining open NEGATIVE terminal
of the OTHER battery on the left-hand side. As can be seen, there is writing on the boat to assist connection.

Here are some close-up photos of the individual battery connections.

To the left of the two trolling motor batteries is a new circuit breaker. It is resettable, and if tripped, the
yellow flag on the left side will rotate down to be visible. To reset the breaker, simply push the flag back up
into the closed position as shown in the photo below. If the batteries are not more than half used, and you’re
leaving the batteries in the boat and connected for the next person, you can press the red trip button on the
breaker to interrupt the circuit instead of going through all the trouble of disconnecting all the battery cables.
This is a much simpler way of preventing undesired drain on the batteries while in the boat, and it is just as
simple to reset the breaker and re-connect the circuit.

Once the batteries have been correctly installed in the boat and the breaker has been checked, to use the
motor, first press the yellow power button on the front of the motor base to turn it on. Next, press down on
the large lever at the front of the base, and carefully rotate and lower the motor into the water. Gently turn
the motor head until the tooth on the shaft drops slightly into the notch in the top of steering mechanism.
Use the remote or foot pedal to turn on, adjust, and steer the motor. The following page has further details
on doing that.
To retract the motor and place it back on the base, first be sure to press the propeller icon on the remote to
turn OFF the propeller, otherwise it will come out of the water spinning! Yikes! Next, press the large lever at
the front of the base and lift the motor up, carefully rotating the head downward at the same time. Make
sure the motor lands fully onto the fall-away ramps, and that they completely lock back into place. This motor
has a spring-loaded lifting device which helps to lift the motor back out of the water, so it is not terribly heavy
when doing so. Once the motor is secured back on the boat, be sure to press the yellow power button on the
front of the base housing to turn the main power to the motor off.

Once the trolling motor has been
powered on and deployed, turn the
trolling motor in the desired direction
using the left or right arrow keys on
the lower part of the remote (or the
foot pedal), then hit the “+” or “-“ key
to set the prop speed to the desired
setting (or adjust the knob on the foot
pedal), and press the propeller icon on
the remote control or the foot pedal to
“engage” the prop (as Capt. Picard
would say).
There are many cool new features that
can be employed with this new trolling
motor! Some of the handier ones are
the directional autopilot (the North
with up arrow button), the cruise
control (bottom left button with what
looks like a speedometer on it), and
the anchor feature. We won’t go into
great detail on how to use those here,
however, there is a handy quickreference card printed on waterproof
plastic paper that you can look at to
learn how these features work. A copy
of this card can be found in the
Crestliner’s glove box (let’s be careful not to lose this please), and we have also placed a digital copy on the
SHFC website here: Terrova_iPilot_BT_Quick_Reference . This would be a great thing to keep a copy of on
your phone for reference.
We have also placed a digital copy of the full user manual for the trolling motor on the SHFC website here:
Terrova_User_Manual . If you’re unfamiliar with how these trolling motors work, it might not be a bad idea to
thumb through this user manual prior to heading to lake to use the boat. They provide a much better
explanation on the use of the motor than we can do here. If you have any questions, please feel free to
call/text Gary, Jared, or Matt (our phone numbers are on the SHFC website) and we will do our best to help
you.
Good luck fishing!!!

